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Page rank is still the most revealing & critical metric that governs a domain’s ability to rank. But 

since 2013 Google have chosen not to update & share this information any more in an attempt to 

make their search results harder to manipulate. PR & Algorithm updates always happen in real 

time. When Toolbar PR used to be updated, and a domain went from a PR2 to a PR3, the sites real 

PR didn’t update overnight, only the Tool Bar Page rank did. The site was most probably already a 

PR3 two months before the Toolbar PR update. A domain’s real PR increases within a 48hr period 

of Google crawling its latest inbound links. These incremental increases are in ratio to the quality 

and volume of new inbound links.
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Introduction 

The most important reason why you want to get first page rankings is that you want to be visible to 

everyone that will need your product/service. Google, for example, is the #1 search engine and it provides 

for almost 12 billion searches a month. Approximately 1.17 billion unique searchers use it every month. 
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It’s the number 1 search engine used in the US. It gets 67.5% of the US search market, and a whopping 

87.1% of the mobile search market. 

And if you are in business, you should also know that 93% of all buying decisions start with an online 

search.  And the key to receiving traffic through Google is to gain first page rankings, because first page 

websites get 91.5% of Google traffic. Most people just don’t really bother going beyond the first page. If 

your website’s on the second page you only get to share 4.8% of the traffic along with all other websites 

on the page. With page 3, it shrinks lower to 1.1%

Since different search engines weigh different parts of their algorithms differently, they can all 
have similar relevancy while having significantly different search results. Some people are quick 
to ask how their sites are being penalized in one search engine because they rank well in others. 
While many sites do get penalized for aggressive spamming techniques, most sites that do not 
rank well usually just fail to satisfy the specific ranking algorithm for that specific engine in 
question.

• Google is primarily focused on site age and link based authority. They are much better than 
their competitors at determining which links are legitimate editorial citations.

• Yahoo! focuses a bit more on on-the-page content while still relying a decent amount on link 
popularity.

• MSN is like Yahoo!, but even easier to manipulate with low-quality links, aggressive anchor 
text, and keyword prominence.

• Teoma or Ask is focused on local communities. It is far easier to spend a good bit of time 
learning how to get links versus constantly tweaking pages over and over again. I do not worry 
much about things like keyword density. I know that Yahoo! usually likes content to be a bit 
more keyword rich and Google (which is spending millions of dollars to scan books) usually 
prefers more natural reading content. While the on-page criteria can vary from engine to engine, 
the ability of off-page factors to raise your rankings is limitless. Different search engines will 
evaluate different links in different ways. In general, they all like links pointing to your website, 
especially links from authoritative sites related to your field.

Thumbshots has a cool ranking tool that shows you how sites rank in different search engines, so 
you can compare how well different algorithms overlap one another. Due to heavy load, this tool 
is not available all the time.

MyriadSearch.com is another site that makes it easy to see the overlap between the major search 
engines.
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ANALYSIS

Page Rank and Trust  Rank Algorithms:-Google  determines  rankings  of  its  search  result 
listings  using  PageRank  and  TrustRank  algorithms.  It  is  important  to  understand  these 
algorithms since the higher one’s website ranks in search engine results, higher the potential to 
gain more targeted visitors.  PageRank:  The rank of a webpage in  organic search results  of 
Google is determined by PageRank. 

PR(A)=(1-d) + d[PR(T1)/C(T1) + … + PR(Tn)/ C(Tn)]

where 

PR(A) is Page Rank of web page A ,T1…Tn are web pages that point to page A

d is damping factor which can be set between 0 and 1. It is usually set to 0.85

C(A) are the number of links going out from web page A

PR(A) is based on the concept that a random surfer who is given a web page A keeps clicking 

on links at random until he gets bored. The surfer never hits the back button. On getting bored, 

the random surfer requests a random web page. The probability that a surfer visits a page A is 

PR(A). The damping factor d is the probability that at each page, the surfer gets bored and 

requests another random web page. A variation that is added to the PageRank calculation is that 

different damping factors may be assigned different pages T1…Tn which link to page A.

One can conclude from the Page Rank equation that:

1. The more inbound links a web page has, the higher the Page Rank

2. It is better to have inbound links from a web page that has high Page Rank and few out 

links over a webpage with high Page Rank and too many out links.

e.g. PR(X) = 4 and C(X) = 5 then d[PR(X)/C(X)] = 0.85d

PR(Y) = 8 and C(Y) = 100 then d[PR(Y)/C(Y)] = 0.085d
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PageRank  forms  a  probability  distribution  over  web  pages,  so  the  sum  of  all  web  pages’ 

PageRanks will be 1. PR(A) can be calculated using an iterative algorithm, and corresponds to 

principal eigenvector of the normalized link matrix of the web.

PR(A1) + PR(A2) + PR(A3) + … + PR(An) = 1

PR(A) = (1-d) if web page A has no inbound links.

There are hundreds of web pages added to the World Wide Web every moment. Since sum of 

PageRank of all web pages over the WWW is a constant i.e. 1, this means that as more pages are 

added to the WWW, PageRank of each web page gets constantly updated to accommodate the 

PageRank of new web pages’. Assume that, if a web page has no inbound links, (1-d)≈ 0. As 

inbound links increase the PageRank of a webpage, one can conclude that outbound links decrease 

the PageRank of a web page. This decrease in PageRank of a webpage due to outbound links is 

called PageRank Leak.

To ensure a high PageRank it is necessary that:

1. A web page should have high number of inbound links

2. A web page should have low number of outbound links

The Page Rank algorithm determines the importance of a web site by counting the number of 

inbound links. This concept can be manipulated by artificially inflating the number of inbound 

links  to a web page.  Page Rank also does not  incorporate the quality  of the web page in its 

calculations.  Hence  Google  is  developing  the  Trust  Rank  algorithm  and  has  registered  the 

trademark for Trust Rank on March 16, 2005.

Trust  Rank: According to  Gyongyi,  Garcia-Molina and Pederson,  the proposed algorithms for 

Trust  Rank rely on the Page Rank algorithm. This algorithm takes into account,  not only the 

inbound links to a web page but also the quality of the web page. To determine the quality of a web 

page, a panel of human experts will identify a set of reputable web pages that will act as the seed 
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for the spider. This algorithm is based on an empirical observation that: good pages seldom point to 

bad ones.

 Thus it can be  conclude that a web page can achieve higher Trust Rank if:

1. Reputable (good) web pages link to the web page

2. The web page does not link to any bad web pages

3. The web page does not mislead the search engine or employ search engine spam  Overlap 

analysis:-A study  conducted  by  Dogpile.com  in  collaboration  with  the  University  of 

Pittsburg and Pennsylvania State University in April 2005 and July 2005 reveals that only 

1.1% of 485,460 first  page search results were the same across Google, Yahoo!, MSN 

Search  and Ask Jeeves.  The study of  search engine  results  for  a  given  keyword over 

different search engines at the same time is termed as Overlap analysis and forms the basis 

of  Meta search engines like Dogpile.com. Meta search engines  send search queries  to 

popular search engines and their  results are displayed together on a single page. Since 

Google, Yahoo! Search and MSN Search are significant in terms of percent share of search 

queries answered, it is important to optimize the web pages to achieve top rankings in all 

three search engines.
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Figure is a snapshot of overlap analysis performed on Google, Yahoo! Search and MSN Search 
conducted on August 25, 2005 at 18.50 EST for the keyword “free image library” and URL 
pattern “imageblowout.com”.

Figure   Overlap  analysis  of  imageblowout.com  - 
Googlerankings.com snapshot

1. Yahoo Search displayed “imageblowout.com” on the page# 1 of search results

2. MSN Search displayed “imageblowout.com” on the page# 2 of search results

3. Google displayed “imageblowout.com” on page# 55 of search results
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The reason for the substantial  difference in the ranking between Google search results  and 

Yahoo! Search and MSN Search results is due to proprietary relevancy algorithms used by these 

search engines. Yahoo! Search and MSN Search use content based relevancy algorithms. The title 

tag of imageblowout.com is “Image blow out – Free Image Library for Commercial Use”. This is 

an exact match to the keyword used to perform the search query, hence the higher rankings in 

Yahoo! Search and MSN Search.

CONCLUSION

One can conclude from the Page Rank equation that:

1. The more inbound links a web page has, the higher the Page Rank

2. It is better to have inbound links from a web page that has high Page Rank and few out 

links over a webpage with high Page Rank and too many out links.

Thus it can be  conclude that a web page can achieve higher Trust Rank if:

3. Reputable (good) web pages link to the web page

4. The web page does not link to any bad web pages

5. The web page does not mislead the search engine or employ search engine spam
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